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ROBUST NEURAL NETWORK CONTROL OF ROBOTIC
MANIPULATORS VIA SWITCHING STRATEGY
Lei Yu, Shumin Fei, Jun Huang, Yongmin Li, Gang Yang and Lining Sun

In this paper, a robust neural network control scheme for the switching dynamical model of
the robotic manipulators has been addressed. Radial basis function (RBF) neural networks are
employed to approximate unknown functions of robotic manipulators and a compensation controller is designed to enhance system robustness. The weight update law of the robotic manipulator is based on switched multiple Lyapunov function method and the periodically switching
law which is suitable for practical implementation is constructed. The proposed control scheme
can guarantee that the resulting closed-loop switched system is asymptotically Lyapunov stable
and the tracking error performance of the control system is well reached. Finally, a simulation
example of two-link robotic manipulators is shown to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed
control method.
Keywords: robotic manipulators,switching control strategy, RBF neural networks, multiple Lyapunov function
Classification: 03C65, 20G40

1. INTRODUCTION
The tracking control problem for robotic manipulator systems has drawn extensive attention and many meaningful progresses have been made [1, 4, 6, 9, 15, 17]. Until now,
there are many kinds of approaches for the trajectory tracking problem of robotic manipulators, e. g., the adaptive control [4, 6, 15], sliding mode control [17] and robust control
[1, 3, 6, 8, 10, 14, 15, 20]. As we know, a few results which are of practical interest on
control synthesis of switched nonlinear systems have been introduced [3, 10, 14, 16, 19].
Therefore, how to use the robust tracking control scheme for the switching model of
a serial n-joint robotic manipulator remains a challenging topic in the field of control.
Among several robust control methods, robust neural compensation control scheme are
widely accepted as the powerful control methods and the popular robust strategies for
solving the tracking control problem [9, 10, 15]. When the state of a system occurs
with a large change, the model of the system should be changed. Thus the presence of
different states exists different model. Then, how to guarantee the system with different
models in normal operation, it is necessary to choose a switching dynamic model for
DOI: 10.14736/kyb-2015-2-0309
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robotic manipulators to achieve the desired control effect. As we know, robotic manipulator systems are the classical switching systems. So far, however, only a few results
have been reported on this topic.
In this paper, a robust neural network tracking control scheme has been addressed for
the switching dynamical model of the robotic manipulators. The principal contribution
described here are: (i) RBF neural networks are used as an approximator tool for modeling unknown nonlinear functions of an n-link robotic manipulators and a periodically
switching signal is given; (ii) a compensation controller is introduced to enhance the robustness and keep bounded in the control system. Through switched multiple Lyapunov
function method [10, 16], it is proved that the resulting close-loop switched system is
asymtopically stable and UUB such that the link position of robot system follows the
any given bounded desired output signal. A simulation example is provided to illustrate
the effectiveness and the feasibility of the proposed method.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the robust tracking control
problem of the n-link robotic manipulators is introduced. In Section 3, the robust neural
network control scheme for the switching dynamical model of the robotic manipulators
is presented based on RBF NNs. A numerical example is treated to illustrate the effectiveness by means of the proposed control scheme in Section 4. A conclusion is then
followed in Section 5.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, the switching dynamical model of an n-link robotic manipulators can be
written as [1, 4, 6, 9]:
Dσ(t),0 (q)q̈ + Cσ(t),0 (q, q̇)q̇ + Gσ(t),0 (q) + τd,σ(t) (q, q̇, t) = τ (t).

(1)

Where, Dσ(t),0 (q) = Dσ(t) (q) + ∆Dσ(t) (q) , Cσ(t),0 (q, q̇) = Cσ(t) (q, q̇) + ∆Cσ(t) (q, q̇),
Gσ(t),0 (q) = Gσ(t) (q) + ∆Gσ(t) (q). q ∈ Rn , q̇ ∈ Rn , q̈ ∈ Rn are the generalized link
position, velocity, and acceleration, respectively. τ (t) ∈ Rn is the applied torque input
vector, and τd,σ(t) (q, q̇, t) is the external disturbance. Dσ(t) (q) ∈ Rn×n is the symmetric positive definite manipulator inertia matrix, Cσ(t) (q, q̇) ∈ Rn is the matrix of
centripetal and Coriolis torques, and Gσ(t) (q) ∈ Rn stands for the vector of gravitational torques due to the gravity. Furthermore, Dσ(t),0 (q), Cσ(t),0 (q, q̇), Gσ(t),0 (q) and
∆Dσ(t) (q), ∆Cσ(t) (q, q̇), ∆Gσ(t) (q) denote the nominal parts and the corresponding uncertain parts, respectively. σ(t) : [0, ∞) → Ξ := {1, 2, · · · , N } is a piecewise constant
function called switching signal (or law), which takes values in the compact set Ξ. In
general, the robotic manipulator dynamics still has the following properties and assumptions [6, 9]:
Property 1. The inertia matrix can be upper and lower bounded by the following
inequalities: mσ(t),1 < kDσ(t) (q)k < mσ(t),2 . Where mσ(t),1 and mσ(t),2 are positive
constants.
Property 2. The matrix Cσ(t) (q, q̇) and Dσ(t) (q) the time derivative of the inertia
matrix satisfies: xT [Ḋσ(t) (q) − 2Cσ(t) (q, q̇)]x = 0 ∀ x, q, q̇ ∈ Rn .

Robust neural network control of robotic manipulators via switching strategy

Property 3.

The matrix Cσ(t) (q, q̇) satisfies: Cσ(t) (q, y)x = Cσ(t) (q, x)y ∀ x, q, y ∈ Rn.

Assumption 1.

The external disturbance τd (q, q̇, t) is assumed in the following:

kτd (q, q̇, t)k ≤ τd0 + τd1 kqk + τd2 kq̇k + τd3 kqk2 + τd4 kq̇k2 .
Where, τdi > 0
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(2)

(i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) are all constants.

Assumption 2. The desired output signal qd and its time derivatives up to the nth
order are continuous and bounded. The tracking errors are defined as follows: e = q −qd ,
(n−1)
(n)
ė = q̇ − q˙d ,· · · ,e(n−1) = q (n−1) −qd
, also e(n) = q (n) −qd . Where, qd , q̇d , q̈d represent
the desired link position, velocity, and acceleration, respectively.
3. ROBUST NEURAL NETWORK CONTROLLER DESIGN VIA SWITCHING
STRATEGY
In this paper, the control objective is to design a robust neural network controller design via switching strategy, such that the link position q of system (1) follows the any
given bounded desired output signal qd . If the robot modeling is perfect and there are
no external disturbances, then according to the computed torque method, the control
objective can be well obtained [9, 10, 15]. However, in practical application systems,
the perfect robot model is difficult to obtain and the disturbances are always present in
practice, so it’s difficult to implement the control algorithm.
Using the feedback linearization technique, the computed torque controller is designed
as:
τt = Di,0 (q)[q̈d − Kv ė − Kp e] + Ci,0 (q, q̇)q̇ + Gi,0 (q).
(3)
Where, Kv and Kp are proportional and derivative constant matrices, respectively, which
are positive definite matrices.
Substituting (3) into (1), we get:
ë + Kv ė + Kp e = fi .

(4)

−1
Where, fi = Di,0
(q)[4Di (q)(q̈d − Kv ė − Kp e) + 4Ci (q, q̇)q̇ + 4Gi (q) − τdi (q, q̇, t)].
Then, the (4) can be expressed to the closed loop system expressed in state-space
form as:
ẋi = Ax + Bfi (x).
(5)


 
0
I
0
Where, A =
,B=
.
−Kp −Kv
1

Lemma 1. (Liberzon [10], Du et al. [3]) If f (x) ∈ L2 ∩ L∞ , and f˙(x) ∈ L∞ , we have
lim f (x) = 0.
t→∞

As nonlinear function of the state variable fi (x) includes uncertainties of the robot
dynamics, it is unknown a priori. Due to its great approximation ability, RBF NNs will
be employed in this paper to identify the function fi (x) of (q, q̇) as follows [1, 5, 11]:
fi (x) = WfT ξf i + δi

(6)
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where, Wf and ξf i (X) → Rp denote the vectors of weight values and Gaussian basis
function, respectively. And δi is the reconstruction approximate error of RBF NNs.
So we have:
kδi k ≤ kfi (x)k − kWfT ξf i k.
(7)
According the assumption in [6, 9],
kfi (x)k ≤ µ = ω1 + ω2 kxk + ω3 kxk2 .

(8)

Where, ω1 , ω2 , ω3 are the limit parameters of uncertainties of robot dynamics.
From (7) and (8), we obtain:
kδi k ≤ µ + kWf k · kξf i k.

(9)

Where, ωi is the limit parameter of the upper bound for the unknown uncertainty of the
robotic manipulators.
Then, the estimate value of f (x) is defined as :
fˆi (x) = ŴfT ξfi .

(10)

Where, Ŵf are the estimate values of weights vector Wf , so weights vector error of RBF
NNs has the forms:
W̃f = Wf − Ŵf .
(11)
Then, the control law for the developed robust neural network controller via switching
strategy is assumed to take in the following form:
−1
τ (t) = Di,0
(q)[q̈d − Kv ė − Kp e] + Ci,0 (q, q̇)q̇ + Gi,0 (q) − fˆi + uh .

(12)

Where, uh is the robust control law for compensating the approximation error of RBF
NNs.
Then the closed-loop dynamics equation of the robotic manipulator can be described
by:
ẋ = Ax + B[W̃fT ξf i + δi + (I − Di−1 )ŴfT ξf i + Di−1 uh .
(13)
Also, from (7) – (9) and (13), we can get the following inequality:
kδi + (I − Di−1 )ŴfT ξf i k ≤ µ + kWf k · kξf i k + k(I − Di−1 )k · kŴfT ξf i k.
So we can define:


K = [ω1 ω2 ω3 kWf k k(I − Di−1 )k ]T
Φ = [1 kxk kxk2 kξf i k kŴfT ξf i k ]T .

(14)

(15)

Similarly, the (7) can be expressed in the following:
kδi + (I − Di−1 )ŴfT ξf i k ≤ K T Φ

(16)

For the switching signal σ(t), a switching sequence is given by [7, 13, 14]:
Σ := {(i0 , t0 ), (i1 , t1 ), · · · , (ik , tk ), · · · , |ik ∈ Ξ, k ∈ N }

(17)
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where, (ik , tk ) denotes that the ik th subsystem is switched on at tk , and the ik+1 th
subsystem is switched off at tk+1 . Where, t0 is the initial time, tk > 0 is the kth
switching time. When t ∈ [tk , tk+1 ), the trajectory of the switched nonlinear system (1)
is produced by the ik+1 th subsystem, defining ∆tk = tk − tk−1 as dwell time of the ik th
subsystem in a period. Given the switching sequence, the periodically switching signal
is constructed as follows [19]:


i−1
i
X
X
σ(t) = i, if t ∈ lT +
tj , lT +
tj 
(18)
j=0

j=0

where, l = {0, 1, 2, · · · } , i ∈ Ξ, t0 = 0, and,
T =

i
X

tj is the period of the switching sequence.

j=0

Assumption 3. (Liberzon [10], Long and Fei [11], Salas et al. [12]) For t ∈ (tk−1 , tk ] ∈
Ωm (m ∈ Ξ) and t ∈ [tk , tk+1 ) ∈ Ωm+1 (m ∈ Ξ), there is a constant ρ ≥ 0 such that
|ς(tk+1 )| ≤ ρ|ς(tk )|.

(19)

Where, in this paper we assume ρ = 1.
Lemma 3. (Lewis et al. [9], Long and Fei [11]) For the closed loop dynamics equation
(14), if there exists matrices Pi = PiT > 0, ∈ Qi = QTi > 0 , the necessary and sufficient
conditions that the resulting closed-loop system is stable satisfy the condition: matrices
Pi are the positive definite solutions to the following Lyapunov equation:
AT Pi + Pi A = −Qi .

(20)

Also, the compensation controller uh is to suppress the effect of the signal of the
unknown terms (I − Di−1 )ŴfT ξf i . The form of uh can be described by:
uh =

−αB T P x|K̂ T Φ|2
γ(K̂ T ΦkxT P Bk + β)

.

(21)

Where, γ > 0 is a small constant. α, β are defined as following respectively: α ≥
kI − Di−1 k, β = λmin (Di−1 ).
Also, for i, j ∈ Ξ, the following matrix inequality is designed [4, 10, 11]:


−Pi
(Πi,j + I)T Pj
≤ 0.
(22)
Pj (Πi,j + I)
−Pj
Where, Πi,j are known n × n constant matrices. In general, when Πi,i = 0 means that
there is no switched jump when a subsystem is remaining active.
Also, the weight update law of the robotic manipulator is designed as:
(
˙
Ŵf = η1 ξf i xT P B − ϑ1 Ŵf
(23)
˙
K̂ = η2 kxT P BkΦ − ϑ2 K̂.
Where, η1 , η2 , ϑ1 , ϑ2 are all the positive constants.
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Theorem 1. Consider the switching model of nonlinear robotic manipulator system
(1). Given the control law (12) and (21) with the periodically switching signal (18) and
the weight update law (23), it’s guaranteed that the resulting closed-loop switched robot
system is asymptotically Lyapunov stable and the position tracking error performance
can be well obtained.
P r o o f . Define a switched multiple Lyapunov function candidate to analyze the stability of system (1) as:
V =

n
X

θi (t)xT P x +

i=1

1
1
tr(W̃fT W̃f ) + (K̃ T K̃)
η1
η2

(24)

where, the characteristic function:

1 t ∈ Ωi
, Ωi = {t| the ith system is active at time instant t} .
θi (t) =
0 t 6∈ Ωi
From the switched Lyapunov function candidate V (t) (24) and properties of the robotic
manipulator, the V (t) satisfied the condition in the following:
1
1
1
1
1
1
kW̃f k2F +
kK̃k2 ≤ V ≤ λmax (Qm )kxk2 +
kW̃f k2F +
kK̃k2 .
λmin (Qm )kxk2 +
2
2η1
2η2
2
2η1
2η2
(25)
For t ∈ (tk−1 , tk ] ∈ Ωm (m ∈ Ξ) and t ∈ (tk , tk+1 ] ∈ Ωm+1 , from (22) and (24), we have:
∆V (t)

=

∆V (tk+1 ) − ∆V (tk )

= xT (tk+1 )Pm+1 x(tk+1 ) − xT (tk )Pm x(tk )
= xT (tk )[(Πm,m+1 + I)T Pm+1 (Πm,m+1 + I) − Pm ]x(tk ) < 0.
(26)
For all T ∈ [tk , tk+1 ] ∈ Ωm+1 , taking the time derivative of V , and using (3), (12), (21), (23)
and (25), we have:
2
2
V̇ = ẋT Pm x + xT Pm ẋ + tr(W̃˙ fT W̃f ) + (K̃˙ T K̃)
η1
η2
T

T

−1
= −xT Qm x + 2xT Pm B(W̃f ξf m + δm ) + 2xT Pm B(I − Dm
)Ŵf ξf m
2
2
−1
+2xT Pm BDm
uh + tr(W̃˙ fT W̃f ) + (K̃˙ T K̃)
η1
η2
2ϑ2 T
2ϑ1
T
T
tr(W̃f Ŵf ) +
(K̃ K̂) + 2kxT Pm xk
≤ −x Qm x +
η1
η2
−1
·|K T Φ| + 2xT Pm BDm
uh
2ϑ2 T
2ϑ
T
1
tr(W̃f Ŵf )+
(K̃ K̂)+ 2kxT Pm xk
≤ −λmin (Qm )kxk2 +
η1
η2
−1
·|K T Φ| + 2xT Pm BDm
uh
2ϑ1
2ϑ2
≤ −λmin (Qm )kxk2 +
kW̃f k2F +
kK̃k2 + 2kxT Pm xk
η1
η2
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≤

−1
·|K T Φ| + 2xT Pm BDm
uh
2ϑ
2ϑ2
1
−λmin (Qm )kxk2 +
kW̃f k2F +
kK̃k2 + 2φ.
η1
η2
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(27)

(Qm )
−1
, ϑ1 , ϑ2 ),
Then, we define φ = 2kxT Qm xk · |K T Φ| + 2xT Pm BDm
uh , λ = min ( λλmin
min (Pm )
and we can obtains
V̇ ≤ φ − 2λV.
(28)

Integrating the above inequality from 0 to t yields:
V (t) ≤ (V (0) −

φ −λt φ
)e
+ .
λ
λ

(29)

Using Barbalat’s lemma, from (25) and (29), it can be shown that kxk, kWf k and kKk
are uniformly ultimately bounded [7, 10, 13]. So far, the proof of Theorem 1 has been
completed.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, a simulation study is conducted to demonstrate the performance of our
control scheme. A simple two-link of freedom robotic manipulator has been used in
the simulation. The switching model for this robotic manipulator can be described as
follows:



9 + 2θ1 cos(q2 ) 5 + 2q2 cos(q2 )


D1 (q) =


5



5 + 2q2 cos(q2 )


−6
q
˙
sin(q
)
−6(
q
˙
+
q˙2 )sin(q2 )

2
2
1
C1 (q, q̇) =
6q˙1 sin(q2 )
0 · q˙1
Σ1 :
(30)



7
cos(q
)
+
6
cos(q
+
q
)

1
1
2

G1 (q) =


6 cos(q1 + q2 )



τd1 = 0.3 sin(t)



7 + 2θ2 cos(q2 ) 7 + 2q2 cos(q2 )


D
(q)
=
 1

7


7 + 2q2 cos(q2 )



−3q˙2 sin(q2 ) −3(q˙1 + q˙2 )sin(q2 )

C2 (q, q̇) =
5q˙1 sin(q2 )
0 · q˙1
Σ2 :
(31)



11
cos(q
)
+
6
cos(q
+
q
)

1
1
2

 G2 (q) =

6 cos(q1 + q2 )



τd2 = 0.2 cos(t).
The design of control objective is that the link position q = [q1 q2 ]T follows the desired
output signal qd = [q1d q2d ]T = [0.5 sin(t) + cos(t) 0.5 sin(t) − cos(t)]T . In terms of the
design procedures in Section 3, the proper control parameters are designed as follows:
∆Di = 0.3Di , ∆Ci = 0.3Ci , ∆Gi = 0.3Gi , η1 = 16, η2 = 18, ϑ1 = 0.36, ϑ2 = 0.28, T =
2. The gains are chosen as Kp = 18 and Kv = 11. Choosing that the parameter matrices
Q1 and Q2 are taken as diagonal matrices with diagonal elements 5 and 9 respectively.
The initial values of state vectors is q0 = [−0.9 0.6 − 0.5 0.5]T . The initial weights
values of RBF NNs are chosen randomly between 0 and 1, and the number of hidden
units for the RBF NNs is taken as 25.
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Fig. 1. Position tracking performance of link 1.

Fig. 2. Position tracking performance of link 2.

With the proposed control approach, simulation results are shown in Figures 1 – 2.
Figure 1 – 2 denote the position tracking performance of the two-link robotic manipulator, and Figure 3 denotes the tracking error performance. It has been clearly observed
from the above figures that, the proposed robust neural switching controller effectively
attenuate the effects of uncertainties of robotic manipulators and the tracking errors
converge to small values. Meanwhile, since the normal model of the uncertain system
has been taken into account, the system can achieve good tracking performance.
Then, to investigate the better improved control performance of the proposed control
method, the PD control has been employed for comparison. The PD control law for the
same switching model of robotic manipulator can be written as: u = KP d ė + KDd e. The
parameter matrices KP d and KDd are taken as diagonal matrices with diagonal elements

Robust neural network control of robotic manipulators via switching strategy
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6 and 8, respectively. The desired reference signal qd = [q1d q2d ]T is the same as the above
control method. Then in the following simulation, the tracking error performance of the
two-link robotic manipulators is shown in Figure 4. Therefore, from the comparison and
analysis of the two control methods, it is clearly investigated that this paper proposed
control method gives better smooth results, fast adjustment time and little tracking
errors. This shows that RBF neural network based control scheme can quickly deal with
the switching dynamical models better than the PD control algorithm.

Fig. 3. Position tracking error performance with proposed control.

Fig. 4. Position tracking error performance with PD control.

Remark 1. In this paper, the proposed robust neural network control is running in
continuous time and the final implementation will be definitely running in discrete time.
So it is very important to choose the sampling period. The bigger parameter of the sampling period is, the worse the achievable control accuracy is. Also, the smaller parameter
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of the sampling period is, the better the achievable control accuracy is. However, if the
parameter sampling period is too small, the rise time of control systems will be too long.
Thus, in the simulation, the design parameter of sampling period should be adjusted
carefully for achieving satisfied tracking control performance.
Remark 2. In this paper, we have presented the main contributions of the results in
this paper over some existing ones. Compared with the works in [1, 2, 18, 8, 12, 20], the
outstanding feature of the algorithms proposed in this paper is that: (i) Combining with
the multiple Lyapunov function approach and the periodically switching method, the
novel design of the robust adaptive neural switching controller is first discussed for the
switching dynamical model of the robotic manipulators; (ii) The robust compensation
controller is introduced to enhance the robustness and keep bounded in the control
system; (iii) With the proposed control scheme of the robotic manipulator in this paper,
it is quickly to reach the trajectory objective such that both system tracking stability and
error convergence can be guaranteed in the closed-loop system. Also, it’s well known that
robust neural network control scheme design remains open for the switching dynamical
model of the robotic manipulators. So we can choose another switching signal or design
another robust controller for this control system. Therefore, some better improvements
will be achieved further.
Remark 3. Meanwhile, the main advantages of the results in this paper have been
clearly demonstrated by comparing it with the robust switching control strategy in [20].
Consequently, from the control point of view, the proposed control scheme presented
in this paper provides a better effective mechanism to cope with disturbances and/or
systems with uncertainties. On the other hand, from the practical application point of
view, the proposed designed control parameters should be adjusted carefully for achieving suitable transient performance and control action. Also, further works are still under
investigation to apply the proposed method to the more general switching dynamical
model of a n-link robotic manipulators with kinematics and dynamics uncertainties.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented the robust neural network control of robotic manipulators with periodically switching method. RBF NNs are employed to approximate
unknown functions and design a robust compensation controller to enhance system robustness and stabilization. The weights of RBF NNs updated law has been derived
from the multiple Lyapunov function approach. It’s proved that both system tracking
stability and error convergence can be guaranteed in the closed-loop system. Finally,
simulation results for a two-link robotic manipulators show the satisfactory position
tracking performance.
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